SPACE STYLES:
-MELD SPACES TOGETHER
-CUBBIES (like "BACK ROOM")
"IN-ROOM"
Hand Sanitized
Towels for cleaning
Universal clock system needed
Need good signage
- Reminders
- Dress Code
- Sign up Policies
- Education
- Cardio Theater vs Personal TV? (think Bar Spots)

CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTER
- First aid, logs, staff member, Music Center, "custodial"
- Digital EQ reservation &?

PERSONAL TRAINING OFFICE
(one now, two future)

ASSESSMENT

Awesome Offices
PE SPACE
- Layout not so good
- Need reach stations
- Need PE space (~200 SF)
- Like floor
- Like natural light
- Need isolation when class in session
- Class size ~40 max people
- [9' x 12' = 114 SF] M, Tu, We, Th.
- Want digital rich room
- Better entry width

EQ. PE/Rec
- Size is OK
- H/L = Poor
- Changing space Cool = longer
- Move to new room floor
- May not need private office
WEIGHTS & FITNESS

10/25/2011

26,600 + TOTAL
+ GOOD VISIBILITY @ STREET
+ GREAT EAST VIEW
+ GOOD NATURAL LIGHT
  NOTE: STAFF ALL space looked 60%
- BETTER ACCESs TO ACCESS TO H2O (LOCATION)
  - NEED 4.5 TO 2x QM
- WATER BOTTLE FILING STATION (NOT JUST NECKS)
+ EWC's NOT DF's
- NOISE TRANSFER PROBLEMS (FREE W/ IMPACT NOISE - YUK!)
100% WEIGHTS & FITNESS: 75% vs 25% PUBLIC PRIVATE
WANT MULTIPLE SPACES
CONSIDER 3 SPACE ZONES
DON'T NEED DESK... JUST COUNTER & KIOSK
MAINTAIN AUDITORY CONTROL
WANT SOME CONFINING SPACE
LOVE THE "MONDO"

AMBIANCE
- CLEAN: ORGANIZED, CLEAN, "MODERN," TRANSPARENT
- EDGY: "HIP," COLOR, INDUSTRIAL
- WARM: WOOD TOUCHES
- WELCOME!
- OREGON FEEL! "SCHOOL"("O") PRICE
- SIMPLE STRONG GRAPHICS